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Abstract
This paper overviews the entire landscape of Bitcoin-like
cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin has not emerged out of cryptocurrency
competition, but rather became a dominant currency as the first broad
market based cryptocurrency. But there are more than a hundred of
cryptocurrencies in the market, and some are catching up to Bitcoin.
This is a healthy sign of currency competition à la Hayek. Through
this competition new technological and security innovations may
emerge. In this paper, we point out potential problems with Bitcoin
and propose some ideas for an alternative cryptocurrency.
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1. Introduction

The major characteristics of the Bitcoin system can be summarized as follows:\(^1\):

(1) No authority is responsible for issuing and managing the Bitcoin system. It has operational rules open to everyone (i.e. transparent). No discretionary intervention is expected to happen. According to Nakamoto (2008), “a purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution”.

(2) In order to verify that an owner does not double-spend a coin, the Bitcoin system uses a timestamp procedure on a peer-to-peer basis. All Bitcoin transactions are organized in the log into blocks, which contain a sequence number, a timestamp, the cryptographic hash of the previous block, some metadata, a nonce, and a set of valid Bitcoin transactions. The block forms a hash chain; each new block contains the cryptographic hash of its predecessor, allowing anyone to verify that no preceding block has been modified.

(3) Any player may choose to become a miner and mine new blocks that add new transactions to the log. A new block is a valid addition to the log if its nonce is chosen so that the new block’s hash is less than a target value. This procedure is called the proof-of-work\(^2\).

(4) Nakamoto (2008) also argues that the proof-of-work also solves the problem of determining representation in majority decision making. If the majority were based on one-IP-address-one-vote, it could be subverted by anyone able to allocate many IPs. Proof-of-work is essentially one-CPU-one-vote. The majority decision is represented by the longest chain, which has the greatest proof-of-work effort invested in it. If a majority of CPU

---

1 Here we basically follow Nakamoto (2008).
2 The logic of this procedure has been used earlier, for example, in Hashcash by Back (2002).
power is controlled by honest nodes, the honest chain will grow the fastest and outplace any competing chains\(^3\).

(5) To compensate for increasing hardware speed and varying interest in running nodes over time, the proof-of-work difficulty is determined by a moving average targeting an average number of blocks per hour\(^4\).

(6) Incentive is paid for the proof-of-work. Every few years the creation rate of Bitcoin is halved, namely, it was 50 Bitcoins in 2009-2012, 25 Bitcoins in 2013-2016, 12.50 in 2017-2020, 6.25 in 2012-2024, and so on to zero in 2140\(^5\). Incentive is also paid by transaction fees. If the output value of a transaction is less than its input value, the difference is a transaction fee that is added to the incentive value of the block containing the transaction. After reaching the total supply limit at 21 million Bitcoins, the incentive falls entirely on transaction fees.

Many researchers and policy makers, including the chairman of Federal Reserve Board, Ben Bernanke, have commented on the Bitcoin system in recent years\(^6\). Many security experts and programmers focus on security issues, whilst policy administrators and central bankers care about policy effectiveness and controllability implications. From an academic researcher’s point of view, it is

---

\(^3\) This point is challenged by Eyal and Sirer (2013). They propose a practical modification to the Bitcoin protocol that protects against selfish mining pools that command less than 1/4 of the resources.

\(^4\) The Bitcoin system controls new Bitcoin issues about every 10 minutes by its program. Because of increasing computing speed and enthusiastic mining activities among professional programmers and hardware makers, the difficulty of calculation expressed in its mathematical digits increased from \(n=32\) on January 3, 2009, to \(n=40\) on December 30, 2009 and to \(n=62\) now. According to Vance and Stone. (2014), “mining was supposed to be a democratized thing, but it’s now only accessible to the elite of the elites”.

\(^5\) By program, new Bitcoin releases continue for more than a hundred years.

\(^6\) Ben Bernanke actually wrote “while these types of innovations may pose risks related to law enforcement and supervisory matters, there are also areas in which they may hold long-term promise, particularly if the innovations promote a faster, more secure and more efficient payment system”. (A letter to the Bitcoin Senate hearing on November 18, 2013).
important to consider Bitcoin in the entire space of the financial system. Currently Bitcoin’s share of the global financial system is minute; no financial authority need worry about Bitcoin’s impact on financial markets in the near future. But, as Bernanke remarked, it could have a profound impact on the payment system in the long run.

It is worthwhile to consider the Bitcoin system from a wider perspective. In this paper, we will interpret and investigate the Bitcoin system mainly from the viewpoint of economics as such is missing from the literature. We will discuss two issues in particular: first the pricing mechanism of Bitcoin, and second the money supply rule and its implications for interest rates and inflation/deflation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the intrinsic price instability of Bitcoin; Section 3 considers interest rate and inflation/deflation under the Bitcoin system; Section 4 provides our proposals for alternative cryptocurrencies; Section 5 concludes.

2. Price Instability

One of the problems with Bitcoin is the instability of its market value in the exchange market. This phenomenon partly reflects the weakness of regulations over Bitcoin. It may also reflect the total issue limit (i.e. 21 million Bitcoin) and issue patterns (at every 10 minutes with decreasing amounts over time). As of February 2014, the total number of Bitcoin in circulation so far was just above 12 million Bitcoin that are traded at a value of approximately 624.20USD/Bitcoin\(^7\). Once market participants in Bitcoin start considering the terminal value (i.e. the value of the last Bitcoin issue), they would think about the exact date of the last issue, mining cost of the last

\(^7\) In February 2012, it was 6 USD/Bitcoin. Thus the price of Bitcoin went up 100 times in exactly two years.
Bitcoin, and the discount rate to calculate the present value of the last Bitcoin, in comparison with the current Bitcoin value.

The pricing mechanism of Bitcoin may have some resemblance to pricing to the oil field exploration rights. Bitcoin values can be expressed in the general form:

\[ V(\text{Bitcoin}) = \text{MPC}(\text{Bitcoin}) + V(\text{Credibility}) + V(\text{Bubble}) \quad (1) \]

Where MPC=marginal production cost, V stands for value function.

Note that V(Bubble) is not observable \textit{ex ante}. It can be calculated \textit{ex post} such that

\[ V(\text{Bubble}) = V(\text{Bitcoin}) - \text{MPC}(\text{Bitcoin}) - V(\text{Credibility}) \quad (2) \]

By the construction of the Bitcoin protocol, we do not know anything about the credibility and liability of a specific issuer of Bitcoin, so that V(Credibility)=0. Marginal production costs can be a very small for Bitcoin issuer while marginal production costs for miners cannot be negligible. In this case, we use the marginal production cost of miners. Given the total final supply limit, the Bitcoin system may or may not create a bubble.

---

8 Of course, it is fundamentally an asset pricing model. Asset price corresponds to the present value of a cost of producing assets plus an expected normal return of holding assets plus an expected capital gain due to the real demand increase and the speculative demand that leads to the bubble. See Duffie (1996), Back (2010) and Pennacchi (2008) for more formal discussions of the asset pricing model.

9 Alternatively we can argue that credibility is a matter of comparison. Common people in Cyprus may prefer to shift their cash into Bitcoin because it may be more reliable and safer than to keep their cash in the banks in Cyprus.

10 Marginal production cost is an increasing function of the amount of Bitcoin in circulation, i.e., production technology of Bitcoin is an increasing return to scale.

11 We wonder whether Bitcoin is an oil-like useful natural resource, or rather an ammonite-like (precious but useless) natural resource. If everyone thinks Bitcoin resembles ammonite because it is simply a set of figures, with no other use, then a bubble would not be created. On the other hand, if many people believe Bitcoin resembles oil, then a bubble could be created. The time-series data of Bitcoin-USD exchange rate indicates that until January 2013, 32USD/Bitcoin was the highest rate. Then, it shot up to 266USD/Bitcoin in April 2013 and it reached
From Eq.(2), however, we can expect that the bubble will burst as MPC(Bitcoin) will increase in the near future. As is always the case, the size of the bubble can be measured only *ex post* and we cannot forecast exactly when the bubble will burst.

Let us elaborate on this as a paradoxical situation emerges here. As the Bitcoin fever grows, it attracts increased public attention and consequent monetary transactions (i.e. exchanged with US Dollar, Euro, Yen, and Renminbi). As a result, the market value of Bitcoin shoots up. This also attracts mining activity. Many professional engineers and programmers participate in Bitcoin mining on a full-time basis, as is fully illustrated in Vance and Stone (2014). This makes Bitcoin mining very competitive and there is no possibility to mine Bitcoin on layman’s computers\(^{12}\). By construction, rewards from mining have been declining as the total supply of Bitcoin is binding, while the costs of mining can be increasing because of high technology competition for scarce resources. Eventually miners of Bitcoin will find mining activity to no longer be profitable.

Consider that, in the five years since its launch, more than half of total potential Bitcoin have already entered circulation. It is likely that the creation rate of Bitcoin will drop sharply from now on. This Bitcoin incentive distribution mechanism might reflect a simplicity of programming (halving the incentive every few years). But it gives too-generous incentives for the initial miners/participants and too little for the later comers\(^{13}\). With this incentive mechanism it will be very difficult to sustain the current number of miners for the next 100 years; they will have to go somewhere else. In addition, if miners

---

\(^{12}\) The Bitcoin mining activity will be monopolized by a small number of computer experts due to the fact that Bitcoin production technology is an increasing return to scale.

\(^{13}\) Mathematically it is a simple series such that \(S=1+1/2+(1/2)^2+...+(1/2)^n\). Suppose, for simplicity’s sake, if \(n\) becomes infinite, then \(S=2\). Approximately the initial miners take a half of incentives and the rest is divided by the numerous later comers.
begin leaving Bitcoin mining, the market value of Bitcoin would drop, the profitability of mining would drop further, and the immigration of miners would accelerate\textsuperscript{14}.

Where will these professional miners go? There exist more than a hundred of Bitcoin-like cryptocurrencies in the market. Although technical details may differ, the fundamental framework may remain identical to the Bitcoin system. It is likely miners can easily migrate to other promising mines\textsuperscript{15}.

Indeed, other cryptocurrencies have already achieved substantial market capitalizations: Ripple is now 20\% of Bitcoin and Litecoin is 5\% of Bitcoin as of February 21, 2014. We know followers can start from where the Bitcoin system reaches and improve upon it\textsuperscript{16}. Although we have not recognized any revolutionary improvements in cryptocurrencies other than Bitcoin, we anticipate substantial improvements would eventually be made. It is important for us to distinguish both technical and security variations between cryptocurrencies\textsuperscript{17}. Then we can assign to different cryptocurrencies different fair prices and exchange these currencies in the market. This is the currency competition Friedrich A. Hayek insisted upon.

Hayek (1999) states “once the system had fully established itself and competition had eliminated a number of unsuccessful ventures, there would remain in the free world several extensively used and

\textsuperscript{14} Vance and Stone (2014) indicate that mining revenue per operation has fallen to near zero level already in January 2014.

\textsuperscript{15} This is exactly what happened in the gold mining and oil field exploration in the past. Note that as is usual the cases with the gold mining, the miners do not make a big money. Those who sell tools and donkeys to the gold miners earn most. Those who design the cryptocurrency mining computers and its specialized chip may earn most, apart from the initiators of Bitcoin.

\textsuperscript{16} Historically copycat currencies always follow genuine money. In a sense, Bank of Japan notes and Bank of England notes are also copycats of the previous bank notes. Miers, Garman, Green and Rubin (2013) proposes Zerocoin as an extension of Bitcoin such that the protocol allows for fully anonymous currency transactions.

\textsuperscript{17} If we cannot distinguish a good currency from a bad currency, then Gresham’s law would prevail, i.e. a bad currency would drive out a good currency. On this issue, see for example, Camera, Craig and Waller (2002) and Martin and Schreft (2006).
very similar currencies. In various large regions one or two of them would be dominant, but these regions would have no sharp or constant boundaries, and the use of the currencies dominant in them would overlap in broad and fluctuating border districts. Most of these currencies, based on similar collections of commodities, would in the short run fluctuate very little in terms of one another, probably much less than currencies of the most stable countries today, yet somewhat more than the currencies based on a true gold standard. If the composition of the commodity basket on which they are based were adapted to the conditions of the region in which they are mainly used, they might slowly drift apart. But most of them would thus concur, not only in the sense of running side by side, but also in the sense of agreeing with one another in the movements of their values.” (p.223)

The currency competition we see now in cryptocurrencies has a merit of its own. As alternative cryptocurrencies attract more miners and participants, the bubble elements of Bitcoin would be removed\(^\text{18}\). The pricing of each cryptocurrency will be based on the fundamentals, i.e. the marginal production costs and expected normal returns from holding.

In the next section, we will discuss whether we can expect a normal return from holding a cryptocurrency.

3. Where is the Interest Rate in a Cryptocurrency system?

Legal tender and central bank notes and coins do not generate any interest: zero interest rates. But if you deposit them in the banks or other financial institutions, you usually earn interest income.

---

\(^{18}\) It should be noted there would not be a problem even if the price of Bitcoin should fall sharply after the removal of bubble elements. Every participant should understand all price movements are due to changes in market valuation. The government and the central bank do not need to do anything because it is purely private activity in the free market. If, on the other hand, the government and the central bank start regulating the issuers of cryptocurrencies, they would create responsibilities and accountabilities. That would, in turn, distort the pricing mechanism.
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, as a matter of principle\textsuperscript{19}, refuse to have any relationship with the banks and other financial intermediaries\textsuperscript{20}. Furthermore, as the price of the last Bitcoin is indeterminate as we discussed before, the interest rate is also indeterminate. It does not mean that we cannot calculate an implicit interest rate for Bitcoin, but it means the value of an implicit interest rate would be quite volatile and practically useless\textsuperscript{21}.

However, in theory, any money and currency, including cryptocurrencies, can earn interest income in exchange of lending or deposit. In fact, McCandless and Wallace (1991) demonstrate that (1) fiat money and other assets must offer the same rate of return as private borrowing and lending do and (2) if there are two fiat monies, in an equilibrium in which they both have value, they must each give the same rate of return through arbitrage. As long as Bitcoin and its followers are considered as money, it must yield the same rate of return as those from the legal tenders such as Yen, U.S. Dollar, and Euro\textsuperscript{22}.

Sooner or later, someone will create a system or derivative to generate the rate of return for lending cryptocurrencies to a third party\textsuperscript{23}.

\textsuperscript{19} The main innovation of this type of cryptocurrency is to introduce a peer-to-peer electronic payment system. No third party involvement is the vital issue.

\textsuperscript{20} Of course, there are Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency exchange service platform such as Mt.Gox, BitPay, and WalletBit and assorted services and goods are provided by many companies within the Bitcoin ecosystem.

\textsuperscript{21} Šurda (2013) empirically calculates price volatility and velocity of circulation of Bitcoin, probably for the first time. Both seem to be quite high compared with the other legal tenders.

\textsuperscript{22} Here is an interesting research question. Since the interest rate differs among countries, the same exchange rate between the two countries differs from country to country. Bitcoin as a global currency may also face different rates of return in different countries. Is there any mechanism to adjust the rate of return for Bitcoin globally?

\textsuperscript{23} It is a very challenging issue to design a financial intermediary under a peer-to-peer electronic payment system. The Bitcoin exchange service platform would do it.
Why did Nakamoto (2008) set a limit of total Bitcoin issues? Because he seemed to believe that a decreasing supply of money will not lead to inflation\textsuperscript{24}. A geometrical reduction of the money supply rate does not necessarily create deflation\textsuperscript{25}. But it will create a sharp drop in the profitability of mining activity, even if we take into account of technological growth based on the Moore’s Law. We think it is this real factor that determines inflation and deflation in the Bitcoin ecosystem.

4. Proposals for Ideal Qualified Cryptocurrency

Following what we have discussed so far, we can provide some characteristics of an ideal qualified cryptocurrency (IQC).

(1) No supply limit of IQC is imposed. Or if a limit exists, it is so large that we do not need to consider the mining problem of the last issue of IQC\textsuperscript{26}.

(2) The current price of IQC must reflect the marginal cost of IQC production that, in turn, includes electricity, security and the other hardware costs.

\textsuperscript{24} Although his paper does not refer to it, he may be influenced by the writing of Milton Friedman on his money supply rule. See Friedman (1960).

\textsuperscript{25} Many researchers predict deflation in Bitcoin denominated goods and services due to a deflationary spiral (i.e. hoarding Bitcoin waiting for a higher purchasing power in the future).

\textsuperscript{26} Ever since Samuelson (1958), it is well known that intrinsically useless fiat money can have value only in economies with no known terminal date. Imagine the final day of the earth, no one accepts money because no use after the final day, by backward induction, no one accepts money today. In the literature of economics, finance, game theory, and philosophy, it is crucially important to distinguish between infinite and finite horizon models. In case of the finite horizon model, we solve the problem by backward induction, i.e. from the terminal condition to the current condition. Needless to say that it is very difficult to calculate the marginal cost of the Bitcoin production in 2140, given all sorts of uncertainty around the Bitcoin. In case of the infinite horizon model, we assume time homogeneity and solve the problem for any arbitrary date. In this case, we do not need to worry about the last day’s currency production. Note, however, that the issuer of Bitcoin assumes that it will be circulated even after reaching the total supply limit of Bitcoin. A fundamental reason for setting the total limit of Bitcoin is to make a maximum size of the log before implementing Bitcoin production.
The marginal cost of IQC production can be evaluated properly by market competition. The marginal cost must be set fairly constant over time\textsuperscript{27}. In so doing, the pricing of IQC becomes easier, more transparent and more democratic. Bubble elements would be removed.

Give the stable marginal cost of IQC production, the pricing of IQC becomes feasible and competitive with other currencies. The implicit interest rate can be obtained by arbitrage between the price of IQC today and that of tomorrow or of the other currency tomorrow.

The marginal cost (MC) of IQC production must be discounted by the technological growth (TC) via the Moore’s Law and operational specifications of IQC. Let us assume that the marginal cost pricing is used for IQC such that $P_t = MC_t/TC_t$. Inflation ($\pi_t$) can be defined as $P_{t+1} = (1 + \pi_t)P_t$. Let us also assume that the marginal cost of production grows at the rate of $\beta$ and the technology grows at the rate of $\alpha$. In the two periods, inflation can be expressed as $1 + \pi_t = (1 + \beta)/(1 + \alpha)$, rearranging yields $\pi_t = (\beta - \alpha)/(1 + \alpha)$. If the technological change rate ($\alpha$) is higher than the marginal cost growth rate ($\beta$), then deflation might happen and vice versa.

If the marginal cost of IQC production increases above a certain threshold miners will immigrate to the other mines, i.e. other cryptocurrencies. The price of the current IQC would not drop so sharply because of this voluntary action. We can expect relatively moderate price fluctuations among competing cryptocurrencies and a stability of the cryptocurrency ecosystem in general.

\textsuperscript{27} Here we assume that the IQC production technology is a constant return to scale. This is partly due to our preference of price stability by the constant marginal cost structure and partly due to our dislike of monopolization of the mining activity by a small number of experts as is happening with the Bitcoin mining.
In this proposal, we have not discussed anything about security issues and cryptographic methodology. We are fully aware of the limitations and weaknesses of proof-of-work in the Bitcoin system. We will discuss these in separate papers.

5. Conclusion

Bitcoin will be taken over by other cryptocurrencies with similar but somewhat improved technical as well as security structures in the future. It does not necessarily imply that one empire is taken over by the other. We would rather expect many cryptocurrencies to coexist around the world. It might be described as the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

In order for this to happen, any cryptocurrency must have common, reasonable properties such as we suggested in Section 4. What is needed is a proper design of cryptocurrency based on economic rationales; such are not exhibited by the current cryptocurrency ecosystem. In the long-run, any economic system is not sustainable without proper economic rationales.
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